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INTRODU'cTION
AB a result of a workshop Chicora provided for the North House Museum in Lewisburg, The
General Lewis Inn asked that we return and provide their staff with assistance in caring for,
preserving, and possibly treating many of their objects.

The General Lewis Inn has an exceptional collection of memorabilia associated with the
building, an eighteenth and nineteenth century plantation; the town of Lewisburg; and the current
proprietors. These items fill what is called Memory Hall, as well as the guest rooms, dining room,
and common rooms and halls. Many of the items are quite unusual, representing musemn quality
objects worthy of care and protection.
In early December we spent a week at the General Lewis, working on a variety of objects,
demonstrating how different types of materials could be better cared for, displayed, and protected.
This brief report provides condition and treatment reports for 35 objects worked on over the course of
the week.

In each case we emphasized the importance of preventative conservation - displaying,
cleaning, and caring for the object in such a way as to minimize the need for more dramatic
intervention. However, a number of the items did require some degree of treatment, ranging from
simple cleaning of metal to reframing of prints to consolidation and repair of leather. In all cases we
emphasized that proposed treatments should be suitable to the materials being considered; that the
proposed treatments involve materials and techniques that were appropriate to the object and that
were, in so far as possible, reversible; and that the treatments should always be completaly
documented for the benefit of future conservation efforts. All of the treatments were conducted onsite. Photography was likewise conducted on-site.
This report documents both the condition reports and the treatments undertaken on the 35
objects at the General Lewis Inn. While such documentation is an integral component of any
conservation effort, this report is also intended to help the Inn care fo1· these objects and learn how to
better care for other similar materials in its collection. Each object is minimally documented with a
two-page condition and treatment form, with before treatment and after treatment photographs
(which are included in this documentation). In addition, some objects were also photographed during
different stages of the treatment. Where appropriate these, too, are included.
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CHICORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202-8664
803/787-6910

THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
301 E. Washington Street
Lewisburg, WV 24901
304/645-2600

OBJECT DESCRIPTION.
OBJECT: work of art on paper in frame

CATALOG#:

346 LOCATION: 2nd floor hall

MATERIAL: paper. wood frame. glass glazing
MEASUREMENTS:

L: 22%" W: 19"
HT: %"
OTHER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DESCRIPTION:
"Our Father" with co=andments on sides. Full color art on paper in plain, unfinished wood frame.
No mat, but glazing is single weight glass. On back is acid cardboard holding print in place. Nails
used. Cardboard doesn't cover entire back. Rabit of frame is very shallow.

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before Treatment
Artwork out of frame
After treatment

RECORDED BY: _Mi~·c~h~a~e~l~Trinkl~·-~e~v_ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE: -~12~/~8/~9~8_ _ _ _ _ _ __
3

CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT: work of art on paper in frame

CATALOG#:

346

CONDITION:
Backing is brittle cardboard in two pieces and glued together. Paper very brittle. Art is stained and
soiled.
Upon removal of backing found that the artwork has tidelines on back of left side. Thumb tack holes
on lower left corner. Silverfish damage in upper left quadrant. Tape has been used to bridge two
marginal missing areas to allow gold band to be carried.

TREATMENT:

* remove from frame, discard cardboard backing; disassemble, remove and wash glass with
commercial cleaner. followed by alcohol and buffing
* inspect and tighten frame
* clean artwork face with Opaline cleaning pad, tested revers - not appreciably soiled
* used Filmoplast P to repair torn corner and two other tears in artwork
* cut acid free mat allowing It,'' top and bottom, %" on sides
* attached artwork to top of map using mounting strips
*reassembled frame and used acid-free mat board as backing. Attached with framer's points. Used
tyvek tape to seal. Placed rubber bumpers on tyvek tape at bottom corners. Used Z5-lb. Wire in metal
eyes originally on frame. Wrapped wire in tyvek tape.

(3.5 hrs. total)

MATERIALS USED:
* mat board mat and backing
* Filmoplast P tape
* tyvek tape
* mounting strips

* Opaline cleaning pad
* Z5-lb. wire ·

FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:

TREATED BY: Michael Trinkley
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After Treatment
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OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT: print in frame

CATALOG #:.~8~4~7_ _ LOCATION:

2nd floor hall

MATERIAL: colored print in wood frame with glazing
MEASUREMENTS:

L: 16"
W: _ _ _ HT: 12"
OTHER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DESCRIPTION:
"Print" is back of October 1968 calender page from The Travelers Insurance Co.

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before treatment
After treatment

RECORDED BY:

Michael Trinkley

DATE:_~l=2/=9/~9=8-------~
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CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT: colorer! print in woor! frame with glazing-

CATALOG#:~3~4~7~~~~~~~

CONDITION:
Frame dirty, bug droppings. Backing is cardboard held in place with very brittle, dried out masking
tape. Print is in good condition, although back very yellowed from exposure to corrugated cardboard.
Taped to back of print at top and bottom is overlapping mat of ca. 20 lb. Paper, also very yellowed by
acid. Backing and map damaged by nail in wall, which is about l" too long.

TREATMENT:
* remove and discard backing
* remove and discard paper mat
* cut new acid free mat
* attach "print" to mat using Filmoplast P tape
*install and use archival mat for backing. Hold all in place with framer's points
* seal backing with Tyvek tape
* straighten eye screws and install 15 lb. wire, tape wire ends with tyvek tape
* install rubber bumpers on bottom edge
* cut nail in wall

MATERIALS USED:
* archival mat
*rubber bumpers
* tyvek tape
* Filmoplast P tape
*15 lb. wire
FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:

TREATED BY:
8

Michael Trinkley
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Before Treatment, reverse of artwork and frame
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After Treatment, reverse of artwork and frame
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OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT: Bra AA candlestick holder
MATERIAL:

CATALOG #:~8~87~-- LOCATION: Reception area

Brass with iron support

MEASUREMENTS:

L:
W:
HT: _ __
OTHER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DESCRIPTION:

Thin brass candlestick stand. Finger loop is missing, as is raising key.

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before treatment
After treatment

RECORDED BY: -~Mi~·c~h~a~el~Trinkl~·~~eLy_ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE: -~1~2/~7~/9~8~------11

CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT:

Brass candlestick holder

CONDITION:
Heavy encrustation of candle wax, some with underlying staining. Multiple dents and impact
damage. In several ai·eas brass has been cracked, apparently from mechanical damage. The
candlestick holder has been filled with some unidentifiable substance to support the candle (since the
key is missing). Above this substance was a mass of rolled paper, with heavy wax, also to support
candle.

TREATMENT:
* remove paper from candlestick holder
* manually remove candle wax with wood skewer, afterwards used mineral spirits on swab to finish
removing wax and staining
* polish with Pre-Lim on cotton
* rinse with dist.illed water on cotton
* dewatered and degreased with acetone
* used wood skewer to remove polish from cracks
* used fiberglass brush to clean iron on base
* applied 100% Incralac to brass
* applied Cortec 386 Clear to iron on base

(1.5 hours)

MATERIALS USED:
* mineral spirits
*Pre-Lim
* distilled water
*acetone

* Incralac in toluene
· .* Cortec 386 Cleai·

FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:

always use a piece of mylar wrapped around candle to protect brass

TREATED BY:

12
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OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT: Brass bell
MATERIAL:

CATALOG #:___:;4c.18,,___ _ LOCATION: Dininv room

Brn99,_,ir"'o"'n'"-"w"oo,,,d'°-------------------------

MEASUREMENTS:

L:
W:
HT: _ __
OTHER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DESCRIPTION:
Brass bell with iron clapper and wood handle. Arabic "6" on handle of bell.

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before treatment
After treatment

RECORDED BY:.

Mi,,,·"'ch"'a"'e~l-".Trinkl,,,·"""'"'e-'-y_ _ _ _ _ _

DATE: _ __,l,,,,2,_,/7"'/9,,8,___ _ _ _ __
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CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT: -~B~r~aa~s~b~e~ll~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CATALOG#: --~4~18~-----CONDITION:
Bell has melted wax around baas. Strongly discolored, but no active corrosion. Clapper assembly has
rust.

TREATMENT:
*remove wax mechanically, followed by mineral spirits wipe - which began removing soil and
staining
*took bell apart, with clapper assembly, ferule, wood handle, brass nut, and brass bell
* polished bell, ferule, and nut with Pre-Lim
* cleaned brass with mineral spirits, followed by acetone wipe
* cleaned wood with mineral spirits, followed by Renaissance Wax
* cleaned metal clapper assembly with 0000 steel wood and mineral spirits
* applied 100% Incralac in toluene to brass
* applied B-72 in acetone to clapper assembly
* reassembled
(1.5 hours)

MATERIALS USED:
* mineral spirits
*acetone
*Pre-Lim
*Renaissance W a."'<

* Incralac
* B-72 in acetone

FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:

TREATED BY:
16

Michael Trinkley

DATE:

12/7/98

I_
Before Treatment

After Treatment
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THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
301 E. Washington Street
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CHICORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202-8664
803/787-6910

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
CATALOG #:.~42~2,,___ LOCATION: Dining Room

OBJECT: silver plated cup
MATERIAL:

UID base metal. silver plate

MEASUREMENTS:

L:

W:

HT: _ __

OTHER: _ _ _ _ _ __

DESCRIPTION:

'

Cup with foot, no maker's mfilk; pm of a pitcher and platform set. Cup has stampedlengraved
design with a rolled rim. The foot is damaged and broken.

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before treatment
After treatment

RECORDED BY:

Michael Trinkley

DATE:

12/7/98
19

CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT:

8ilyer nlated cup

CATALOG#: __4~2~2~---~

CONDITION:
Very little silver plate left - some on interior of foot, exterior of cup in several locations.

TREATMENT:

* used calcium carbonate with distilled water to polish
* washed in tap water, rinsed in distilled water
* used acetone to dry rolled rim
* applied Renaissance Wax and buffed

(2.0 hours)

MATERIALS USED:

* calcium carbonate

* distilled water
*acetone
* Renaissance Wa.."r

FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:

TREATED BY:

20

Michael Trinkley

DATE:_ _ _~12=/~71=98~--
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Before Treatment
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After Treatment
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THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
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OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT:_,,L,,,,am""-'p'--------- CATALOG #:.__,,5,,,,0,,_8_ _ LOCATION: Memory Hall
MATERIAL:

Tin. iriasA, brass

MEASUREMENTS:

L: 8"
W: 5"
HT: 117"'
OTHER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DESCRIPTION:
Hand lamp with handle on top and back. There is a front round lens and side rectangular lenses. Tin
in painted black. Back opens with latch on left side. Inside back is polished tin reflector. Inside is a
lamp with a wick, possibly for kerosene or some other lamp oil (no remaining smell). On front is
brass oval with "WIGGENS & RIHLL MANUFACTURERS I VICTORIA DOCKS I LONDON''

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before treatment
After treatment

RECORDED BY: Michael Trinkley

DATE: __1.,2""/1.,0"'/9"'8'---------23

CONSERVATION TREATMENT

CONDITION:
Paint on tin is flaking with a few areas of active corrosion. Glass is intact, but has wax spills on it
(apparently a candle has been used as decoration in the lamp). Back door freely moves. Interior and
exterior very soiled. Interior has wax build-up and spills. Much less corrosion.on interior. Much lamp
black from lamp/candle on interior top.

TREATMENT:
* vacuumed to remove debris and dead insects
* cleaned interior with mineral spirits, 0000 steel wood, followed by acetone
* removed adhering wax with skewer and mineral spirits
* on door is reflector - cleaned with Pre-Lim and mineral spirits, wiped down with acetone
afterwards
·
.
* cleaned exterior with mineral spirits on cotton a.voiding flaking areas. In areas of deep corrosion
used 0000 steel wool and mineral spirits, again a.voiding flaking areas. Wiped down afterwards with
acetone. Used skewer to work off white paint drops and dribbles.
* used commercial glass cleaner on cotton swabs to clean three glass plates, them buffed with cotton
balls
* cleaned brass name plate with bra.as brush and Pre-Lim. Used mylar to cover and protect painted
metal surrounding it. Swabbed in acetone. Applied Incralac to plate.
*cleaned oil carrier with 0000 steel wool and mineral spirits, then acetone. Used Pre-Lim to do a
second cleaning with special attention to brass threads. Used brass brush to clean wick burner. Then
washed in acetone and applied Incralac to brass areas.
* applied Renaissance Wax to metal (except brass areas and areas of flaking paint) and buffed
(2.0 hours)
MATERIALS USED:
*Pre-Lim
* mineral spirits
*acetone
* Renaissance Wax

*mylar
* Incralac

FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:
Never use candle in lamp!

TREATED BY: -~Mi=·c=h=ae=l~Trinkl=·
=e~y_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE: _ _1=2/~10~/9=8~----24
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After Treatment, front, with oil reservoir and
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After Treatment, reverse
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CHICORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202-8664
803/787-6910

THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
301 E. Washington Street
Lewisburg, WV 24901
804/645-2600

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
CATALOG #:~5~75~--

OBJECT:J,Jthmmwh in, frame
MATERIAL: paper, wood,
MEASUREMENTS:

gl~ss

L: 19"
OTHER:

LOCATION:.~R=o=om~2~2~2_ _ __

irlazing
W: _ _ _ HT: 16%"

--------~

DESCRIPTION:
Lithograph on a cardstockmaterial in a large frame without a mat. Lithograph has been touched up
in the lower left hand corner, upper right hand corner, and top left quadrant. These repairs are
cardboard colored to blend in and glued to original, Behind, as backing board. is corrugated acidic
cardboard with edges sealed with duct tape, now partially dried out and incompletely adhered. On
cardboard was hand written, "more or less Restored? Jan., 1997 Mary Noel Morgan,"

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before treatment
After treatment

RECORDED BY:

Michael Trinkley

DATE: _ _=l2/~9/=9=8_ _ _ _ _ __
27

CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT:

CATALOG#: --~5~7~5_ _ _ _ __

Framed Lithograuh

CONDITION:
Lithograph adhered to backing cardboard with white glue (?). Most of attachment appears to be in
areas of repair. Lithograph is pressed against glass, with tension applied by backing cardboard held
in place by finishing nails under the duct tape. When the duct tape was removed, there was staining
and residual adhesive on the wood frame. Nails had corroded onto cardboard, leaving stains suggestive of a high RH. This may be related to the picture hanging on an outside wall. Eye screws
are two different sizes and very loose in holes.

TREATMENT:
* disassemble frame
* mechanically removed backing cardboard from lithograph, losing only one repair at lower left hand
corner
* used Filmoplast P tape to put repair back on lithograph
* installed acrylic spacers on glass
* cut Y," mat for picture - to cover rough edges and spacer bars
*installed mat board on back and used framer's points to hold in place
* sealed with tyvek tape
* installed new screw eyes below old holes
* use-45 lb. wire and covered ends with tyvek tape
*installed rubber bumpers on lower corners to hold away from wall and promote more air flow

(1 hour)

MATERIALS USED:
* archival mat board
* Filmoplast P tape
• acrylic spacers
* tyvek tape

* 2 eye screws
* 45 lb. wire
*framer's points

FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:
periodically check for dampness behind picture (preferably move off exterior wall)

TREATED BY: __Mi=·c=.ha=·=Rl~T=I'l=·n=k=le~v~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE:

28

12/9/98
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Before Treatment

Before Treatment, reverse showing cardboard and duct tape
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After Treatment

THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
301 E. Washington Street
Lewisburg, WV 24901
304/645-2600

CHICORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202-8664
803/787-6910

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT: Crewel work in frame
MATERIAL:

CATALOG #:-"5....,76"---- LOCATION: Room 222

Yarn on fabric in wood frame with glass glazing

MEASUREMENTS:

L:
W: 22%." HT: 193/s"
OTHER: Crewel wok 16%." x 19"

DESCRIPTION:
Wood frame: stained on all surfaces, finish on front. Back is wood, held in place with brads and
finishing nails. Back is not sealed. Glazing on front is single weight glass.
Crewel work: red, green, and pink yarnwork on dark fabric - brown cotton threads and brittle
brown and black threads, maybe horsehair.Yarn work is of flowers, probably roses and leaves.

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before treatment (overall and close-up of front, overall and close-up of back)
Fabric
After treatment

RECORDED BY: Michael Trinkley & Debi Hacker

DATE:

12/8/98
31

CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT:

Crewel work in frame

CONDITION:
Frame: front left bottom side edge shows wood boring insect damage - some prestainig and
finishing (i.e., stain has covered), some post (i.e., holes have broken through stain). Also exit holes on
front. Reverse - 32 exit holes plus more in rabit. Also areas of extensive edge damage along left side.
Some appears fresh with fine frass. Exit holes are ca. 1/16 inch in diameter. Backing board also
exhibits holes, including several against crewel work, with frass in the fabric, although no insect
damage to fabric.
Crewel work: unstable, mold spots, crewel itself in crushed from glass front, threads dirty. Back
fabric is fragile and fraying. Dark brown threads very brittle. Bits of fabric have been placed in frame
to bide bare spots of original work.

TREATMENT:
Frame:
*vacuumed to remove debris
* B-72 placed in exit holes to close and monitor
* acrylic spacers placed on glass
* %" wide mat board but to cover edges of crewel work and spacers
*mat and crewel work held in place with framer's points
* mat board cut to cover rear of frame, held in place with tyvek tape
* 25 b. wire installed
* rubber bumpers placed on lower corners
Crewel work:

* soft brushed debris and mold patches on both sides into vacuum
* created mount of acid free mat board with 100% cotton muslin (unbleached) sewn on as a cover
* basted crewel work to mount with black 100% cotton thread
(3.0 hours)

MATERIALS USED:
* B-72
* acrylic spacers
*archival mat board
* tyvek tape

* 25-lb. wire
*framer's points
* rubber bumpers
* 100% cotton thread, black

* 100% cotton muslin, unbleached

FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:
check periodically for signs of additional wood boring insect activity

TREATED BY: Michael Trinkley & Debi Hacker
32

DATE:_~l2~/B~-=9/~9~8_ _ _ _ __

Before Treatment

Before Treatment, showing damaged crewle work and mold
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After 'l'reatment
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CHICORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202-8664
803/787-6910

THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
301 E. Washington Street
Lewisburg, WV 24901
804/645-2600

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT: 1 pr. Ladies shoes
MATERIAL:

CATALOG#:

600

LOCATION:

Memorv Hall

Leather, thread. brass najls. cardboard liner. fabric laces

MEASUREMENTS:

L: . 9"
W: 2%" HT: 4'h''
OTHER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

DESCRIPTION:
1 pair of ladies high heeled patent leather shoes, 3 pair embossed eyelets each, black twill laces with
metal aglets inserted. Cardboard insert, imprinted in silver "HOLBROK & Co. I COLUMBUS,
OHIO."

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before Treatment
After Treatment

RECORDED BY: __,D,,,e"'b"°i~H"'a,,,c,,,ke,,,r,___ _ _ _ _ _ __

DATE:_~l=V=8=/9=8~-----~
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CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT: -~l,_p"'r~-~L~a,,,di,,,·e.,,s"'s"'h"'oe"'s,____ _ _ _ _ _ _ CATALOG#: --~60~0'---------CONDITION:
dusty, clirt, splattered and smeared with white paint; leather is torn and wrinkled, splitting

TREATMENT:
* use soft brush to dust into vacuum
* remove laces
*consolidate torn, split areas with Klucel Gin denatured alcohol
* apply Renaissance Wax to stable areas - tongue and heel only
*create flat support of acid free mat board, to fit inner sole of shoe. Insert into shoe, stuff toe and
arch with 100% cotton unbleached fiber. Insert roll of same fiber inside shoe, from arch to heel to
support shoe shape. Run loop of monofilament under fiber and board insert for hanging in Memory
Hall
* replace laces, tie in gentle bow

(2.0 hours)

MATERIALS USED:
* Renaissance Wax
* Klucel-G
* denatured alcohol
* 100% cotton fiber, unbleached

• copolymer monofilament line, 8 lb. test

FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:
dust with soft brush

TREATED BY: --"D"'eb,,,i'-'H"'a"'ck"""er,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE:
36

12/8/98

'

Before Treatment

---------------

After Treatment
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CHICORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202-8664
803/787-6910

THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
301 E. Washington Street
Lewisburg, WV 24901
304/645-2600

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT: I pr. Boots

CATALOG #:~6=0~4_ _ LOCATION:

Memory Hall

MATERIAL:_Leath=r~----------------------

MEASUREMENTS:

L: 8%"
W: 4W'
OTHER:

HT: 10%" (back) 14" (front)

DESCRIPTION:
Black leather, front higher and with decorative cut. Pulls on right and left of both pair. R - right
pull intact, left pull present but ripped at top. L- right pull present. but ripped, left pull entirely
missing and boot torn. Soles - right boot heavily worn. Sole attached with double row of thread.
Inside toe patched with leather applied using nails. Heel worn on outside edge - attached with
nails. Left boot same except no patch on toe, but toe sole leather has been reattached using nails.
Boots are stamped in white ink on front: "HAND MADE I B&O"

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before Treatment
After Treatment

RECORDED BY:

MiG!l!!el Trinkl~y _

__

DATE:~

12/8/~

39

CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT:

1 pr. boot.•

CATALOG#:~~-6=0~4~~~~~~-

CONDITION:
Leather is hard and brittle with a few areas of red rot. Right - red rot at top of boot and in ca. 1"
area of crease about lY.'' from top. Left- red rot at inside pull and at break of outside pull. Stitching
on left boot, outside, from sole up ca. 2" is gone. Paint splatters on both boots - both also streaks of
paint

TREATMENT:

* used scalpel to remove paint; splatters pop off, large streaks required more scraping
* vacuumed with HEPA vac - interior and exterior
*treat cracked areas and areas with red rot using Klucel-G in denatured alcohol
*clean stable areas with saddle soap, applying Renaissance Wax afterwards and buffing
*adhere torn areas with silk crepeline on interior, adhered with BEVA 371. Fill in areas of cracks
with Klucel-G
* stuff tow of boot with acid free tissue paper. Insert acid free mat board support in heel area, with
copolymer monofilament line (30 lb. test) attached. Line comes up body of the boot for hanging in
display. Continue stuffing body of boot with acid free tissue paper to retain shape, cover paper at top
of boot with piece of 100% cotton muslin, unbleached
(7.0 hours)

MATERIALS USED:
* Klucel-G
* denatured alcohol
* Kiwi Camp Dry Saddle Soap
* Renaissance Wax

*BEVA371
* monofilament line (30 lb.)
* silk crepeline
* acid free tissue paper
* 100% cotton muslin, unbleached

FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:

TREATED BY:
40

Debi Hacker

DATE:

12/9/98

Before Treatment

After Treatment
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CHICORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202-8664
803/787-6910

THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
301 E. Washington Street
Lewisburg, WV 24901
304/645-2600

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT:

2 hraRs stirrupR

CATALOG #:._7~1~7___ LOCATION: Memory Hall

MATERIAL:_=B=ra=s=s-------------------------~

MEASUREMENTS:

L: 1 %"
W: 5W' HT: 6"
OTHER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~--

DESCRIPTION:
Single piece brass stirrups. '"77" stamped on the side at base.

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before treatment
After treatment

RECORDED BY:

Michael Trinkley

DATE:_~1~2~ffi~m~s_ _ _ _ _ _ __

43

CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT:

Brass stirrups

CATALOG#:~~~71~7'-----~~~~~~

CONDITION:
heavily soiled, tarnished; no active corrosion

TREATMENT:
* used Pre-Lim to clean
* wiped with acetone to remove Pre-Lim and used stiff bristle brush to remove last vestiges of polish
* coated with Incralac

(1.5 hours)

MATERIALS USED:
*Pre-Lim
*acetone
* Incralac

FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:

TREATED BY:
44

Michael Trinkley

DATE:

12/8/98

Before Treatment

After Treatment
45

CffiCORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202-8664
803/787-6910

THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
301 E. Washington Street
Lewisburg, WV 24901
304/645-2600

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT: Framed photo

CATALOG#:._ _ _ _ LOCATION:

Room 202

MATERIAL: silver print photo. fabric. mat with embroidered flowers, gilt frame
MEASUREMENTS:

L: 10%" W: ___ HT: 12W'
OTHER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DESCRIPTION:
Photograph of boy and dog surrounded by fabric (probably cotton) mat with embroidered flowers and
ivy, probably polished cotton thread in pink, white, light green, dark green, and yellow. On back is
"From the Estate Sale of Christine Gwinn Lobban Anderson - No. Monroe St. August 24, 1991"

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before Treatment
Disassembled
Fabric replaced on acid-free mat
After treatment
RECORDED BY:

Michael Trinkley

DATE: _ _~l~2/~1~0/~9~8_ _ _ _ _ __
47

CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT:

Framed photograph·

CONDITION:
Frame is very shallow, soiled, gilt missing in upper left hand corner and lower left. Reverse is acidic
cardboard with re=ant black paper. Adhered to frame using fiberglass strapping tape, now largely
brittle. Mats appears in good condition with two stains in lower right hand corner, one above photo,
and three in lower left hand corner. Photo appears to be in good condition.

TREATMENT:
* disassembled, discarding acid backing (provenance was cut out and sealed in mylar)
*frame cleaned with Orvus Wa Paste, rinsed; glass cleaned with commercial cleaner
* reassembled using acrylic spacers
*fabric portion removed from acid mat form, re-attached in same manner to acid-free mat board
(sew portions with 100% cotton white thread).
* reinstall fabric on archival mat board
.
* mount photograph at top and bottom using mounting strips. Where the adhesive from these strips
would touch the folded over fabric, placed mylar between the adhesive and fabric. Also took out the
gummed adhesive labels originally used to attach photograph to matboard at top and bottom and
placed in mylar sealed with Scotch 415 double sided tape
*used archival mat fur backing. Frame is so thin that framer's points had to be installed on frame
back and bent over 90° to hold in artwork. Afterwards sealed with tyvek tape
* new 15 lb. wire installed on existing screw eyes. Ends of wire sealed with tyvek tape. Installed
rubber bumpers at bottom corners of the frame.
(3.0 hours)

MATERIALS USED:
* Orvus Wa Paste
* acrylic spacers
* archival mat
* archival backing boal'd

*mylar ..
* Scotch 415 tape
* tyvek tape
* mounting strips

* 15 lb. wire
* rubber bumpers

FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:

TREATED BY:

48

Michael Trinkley and Debi Hacker

DATE:

12/11/98
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Before Treatment, reverse, showing acidic cardboard and remnent black paper
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During Treatment, mat removed
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During Treatment, reverse of mat showing acidic chipboard composition
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CHICORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202-8664

THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
301 E. Washington Street
Lewisburg, WV 24901
304/645-2600

803/787-6910

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT:

CATALOG#:_ _ _ _ LOCATION:

Bell !#3)

MATERIAL:

Memory Hall

Brass. wood. iron

MEASUREMENTS: L:
W:
HT:_
OTHER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DESCRIPTION:
hand bell with wood handle, iron clapper

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before treatment
After treatment

RECORDED BY:

Michael Trinkley

DATE:_~1=2/~l=U=98~-----

53

CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT:

Brass bell

CATA;LOG#:

CONDITION:
Very soiled, paint splattered, brass is tarnished (but no active corrosion)

TREATMENT:
*disassemble the bell; the retaining nut on top of the handle had been lost at some point and the iron
screw stem had been "mushroomed" to keep the bell together. This "mushrooming" was cut and filed
away to release the bell parts.
* clean wood handle with 0000 steel wool and mineral spirits. Special attention to the tooling where
there is a gummy deposit
* clean brass with Pre-Lim and 0000 steel wool, followed by acetone wash
* clean clapper with 0000 steel wool and mineral spirits, followed by acetone wash
* apply Incralac to bell
* apply B-72 in acetone to clapper
*reassemble bell; since no retaining nut is present, used 2 part epoxy stick to create retainer. This
can be removed in the future by cutting or filing.
• applied Renaissance Wax to handle and buffed

(1.5 hours)

MATERIALS USED:
* mineral spirits
*acetone
*Pre-Lim
*Renaissance Wax

* epoxy stick
* Incralac in toluene
* B-72 in acetone

FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:

TREATED BY: _ _.Mi""·"'chcea,,,e""l_.Trinkl'".""""'e.,_y_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE:_~l=2~il=0~/9=8~-----
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CHICORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202-8664
803/787-6910

THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
301 E. Washington Street
Lewisburg, WV 24901
304/645-2600

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT:

Brass bell (#2)

MATERIAL:

CATALOG#:_ _ _ _ LOCATION: Memory Hall

Brass wood. iron

MEASUREMENTS: L: 81-l" W: 4%" HT:
OTHER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DESCRIPTION:
hand bell with wood handle (with finish) and iron clapper. "6" stamped in wood handle.

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before tl.'eatment
After treatment

RECORDED BY: -~D.,.e,..,b.,i""H""a=c~ke~r~------- DATE: -~1=2~/9=/9=8~-----55

CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT: -~B=r=a=ss~be=ll~---------- CATALOG#: _ _ _ _ _ __
CONDITION:
clirty,dusty,paintspattered

TREATMENT:
*clean wood handle with Vulpex in distilled water on cotton pad
*clean brass with Pre-Lim on cotton pad; rinse away residue with acetone
* apply Incralac to brass

(2.0 hours)

MATERIALS USED:
* Vulpex
* distilled water
*Pre-Lim
* Incralac

*acetone

FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:

TREATED BY: -~D=e=b=i=H=a=ck=e=r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE:_ _~l=2=/l=0~/9=8~---56
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Before Treatment, bells 2 and 3

After Treatment, bells 2 and 3
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CHICORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202-8664

THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
301 E. Washington Street
Lewisburg, WV 24901

803/787-6910

304/645-2600

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT:

Iron pot

CATALOG#:_ _ _ _ LOCATION:___~ll&!IT!lffi__

MATERIAL:~Ir~o=n~---------------------------

MEASUREMENTS: L: 12'_'_W: _ _ HT:_i!Ya"_ _
OTHER: _______

DESCRIPTION:
handled kettle, tri-pod legs, fragment missing from rim

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before treatment
After treatment

RECORDED BY:

Michael Trinkley

DATE: _ _~1=21~8=/9=8~----I 59

CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT:

lron pot

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CATALOG#:

CONDITION:
light corrosion overall; triangular shaped fragment missing from rim

TREATMENT:
* light brushing with steel brush to remove adhering soil
* applied one coat of Cortex 386 Clear - used lamp black mixed with Cortec to color prior
to application. Allowed to dry over 24 hour period.

(0.5 hour)

MATERIALS USED:
* Cortec 386
*lamp black

FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:
Cortec will need to be replaced in three to five years; inspect yearly to determine condition

TREATED BY:
60

Michael Trinkley

DATE:

12/8/98

,.... ,w

Before Treatment

After Treatment
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CHICORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202-8664

THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
301 E. Washington Street
Lewisburg, WV 24901

803/787-6910

304/645-2600

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT:_ J'r. wool car®~--- CATALOG#: _ _ __ LOCATION:
MATERIAL:

Memorv H!!U_ _

Wood leather iron

MEASUREMENTS: L: lOY," W: 4W' HT: W (tilt from body to
OTHER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

han!ti.~L

DESCRIPTION:
two (one pair) wood cards, in four pieces:
a) unfinished wood card is in two pieces, taped together with masking tape. No iron teeth.
b) unfinished wood card
c) carding fabric with leather backing and iron teeth
d) carding fabric with small amount of leather backing and iron teeth

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before treatment
After treatment

RECORDED BY:

Michael Trinkley

DATE:_~l=2~/l=U~9=8-----~

CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT:

Pr wool cards

CONDITION:
poor condition, dusty, pamt splattered; one card is broken in half, repaired with masking tape based on fracture it appears from wood warping; leather and iron tooth portions have very brittle
leather, unstable, iron teeth falling out

TREATMENT:
*soft brush dust into vacuum, did not remove debris from iron teeth (part of object's history)
* glue broken wood portions with Jade 403 and clamp overnight
• apply Klucel-G in denatured alcohol to all exposed leather, to consolidate
• reattach leather/iron tooth portions to wood cards with B-72 in acetone

(2.0 hours)

MATERIALS USED:
•Jade 403
• Klucel-G
•denatured alcohol
* B-72 in acetone

FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:

TREATED BY: -~D=eb=i~H=a=c=k=e~r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE:._~1=2~/1=1!~9=8~----64
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Before Treatment of two wool cards

After Treatment; card fabric reattached

I
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After Treatment, card glued together and remnant carding fabric reattached

CID CORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202-8664

THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
301 E. Washington Street
Lewisburg, WV 24901

803/787-6910

3041645-2600

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT: Iron kettle lid

CATALOG#:_ _ _ _ LOCATION:

Backvard

MEASUREMENTS: L:
W:_lO"
HT:_2W
OTHER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DESCRIPTION:
cast iron kettle lid with handle in center. On lid is [?] HAVERTY I EXCELSIOR / 12 IN I
BALTIMORE

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before treatment
After treatment

RECORDED BY:

Michael Trinkley

DATE: _ _~lV=8=/=98~-----67

CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT: .. ~K=e=tt=le~li~·d~----------- CATALOG#:
CONDITION:
moderate amount of old corrosion, no active corrosion

TREATMENT:

* used steel brush to remove loose corrosion and adhering soil
* applied Cartee 368 and allowed to dry for 24 hours.

MATERIALS USED:
* Cartee 368 VCI

FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:
Cartee 368 initially has a waxy feel; this will harden over about 2 weeks. Should last 3 to 5 years, but
inspect yearly to determine condition

TREATED BY: -~Mi=·=ch=a=e=l~Trin.kl=·
=e~y_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE:_~l~2/~8~/~98~-----68

Before Treatment

After Treatment
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CHICORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202-8664
803/787-6910

THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
301 E. Washington Street
Lewisburg, WV 24901
304/645-2600

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT:

Bayonet

CATALOG#:_ _ _ _ LOCATION: Memory Hall

MATERIAL:~I=ro=n~---------------------------

MEASUREMENTS:

L: 21"
W:
HT:
OTHER: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DESCRIPTION:
Civil War (?) bayonet

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before treatment
After treatment

RECORDED BY:

Michael Trinkley

DATE:_~l~V~8~ffi~8_ _ _ _ _ __

71

CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT:

CATALOG#: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Bayonet

CONDITION:
light corrosion, otherwise in very good condition

TREATMENT:
*used 0 steel wool and Vulpex in mineral spirits (20% sol) to remove light surface corrosion. Very
little corrosion is coming off the object, but there does appear to be a light coat of what may be crude
oil applied years ago as corrosion treatment.
* acetone to remove Vulpex/mineral spirits, then air dry
* applied clear Cartee 386 VCI to all surfaces; allowed to air dry

(1.0 hour)

MATERIALS USED:
* mineral spirits
*Vulpex soap
* 0 steel wool
*acetone

* Cartee 386 Clear VCI

FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:
being stored inside this Cartee should last indefinitely

TREATED BY:
72

Michael Trinkley

DATE:_lg/lll,'l_8_ _
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After Treatment
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CHICORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202-8664
803/787-6910

THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
301 E. Washington Street
Lewisburg, WV 24901
304/645-2600

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT:_ framed 1m~t cards ___ CATALOG#:_ _ _ _ _ LOCATION: 2nd floor hall
MATERIAL:__}YQQd frame, paper post cards, glass glazing
MEASUREMENTS:

L:_ 27W' W: ___ HT: fl%"
OTHER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DESCRIPTION:
Series of six post cards, each slightly cut down from original size and framed in gilt and labeled with
overall ru:twork entitled, "The Greatest Moments of a GirYs Life_" The backing is a brown light
weight paper. The frame has a faux grain pattern in black on brown with a light shellac finish. One
back is a white notepad sheet, taped at each end to the backing with the notation, ''This is the
property of Jim Morgan of Porter Falls, W_ Va."

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before treatment
After treatment

RECORDED BY:

Michael Trinkley

DATE: 1219/98
75

CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT:

Framed post cards

CATALOG#:

CONDITION:
Frame evidences water damage on right side. Post cards are faded, but in good condition. Backing
paper has silverfish damage on left hand side (2 holes) with fecal material and staining in lower left
hand corner. Also water staining of brown backing on this left hand side. There was once kraft paper
on the reverse of the frame, now largely torn; it has collected a quantity of dead insects. Behind is
acidic cardboard, very brittle. Nails holding it to frame are heavily corroded. One screw eye bent
down into wood. Both screw eyes are corroded.

TREATMENT:
*remove kraft paper backing; saved white note paper and encapsulated in mylar with Scotch 415
double sided tape
* remove cardboard and discard
* remove post cards and their backing - use Dietzen cleaning pad to clean with cottcn balls
*two post cards ah-eady detached - appear to originally have been attached With mucilage. Reverse
of post cards heavily stained by acidic backing paper. Therefore decided to mechanically remove each
post card.
* cut mylar slightly smaller than post cards and used Scotch 415 tape to reattach post cards. Then
used same tape to re-attach post cards to backing
* cut acid free mat - l" on sides and%'' at top and bottom - to keep cards from glazing
* cleaned frame with Vulpex and water (20% sol), then used mineral spirits to remove water staining
on frame. Applied Renaissance Wax to frame and buffed.
*reinstalled post cards behind mat and used archival board as backing - kept in place with framer's
points
*used acid free mat over back of frame, held in place with tyvek tape. Placed encapsulated note
paper on back with Scotch 415 tape
(8.5 hours)

MATERIALS USED:
* Vulpex soap (20% in distilled water)
* mineral spirits
* Scotch 415 tape
* tyvek tape

* archival mat
* 4milmylar
*eye screws
* 25 lb. framing wire

*framer's points
* rubber bumpers

FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:

TREATED BY:
76

Micha.el Trinkley

DATE:

12/9/98
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Before Treatment

Before Treatment, reverse showing very acidic paper, cardboard, and attached note
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After Treatment, reverse showing new back board and encapsulated note
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CIITCORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202-8664

THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
301 E. Washington Street
Lewisburg, WV 24901

808/787-6910

304/645-2600

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
CATALOG#:_

LOCATION:_ Me!l\Qrv H!!-U

MATERIAL:_ lrim_

MEASUREMENTS: L: 24"
W:_12"
OTHER:

HT:_

DESCRIPTION:
Iron carpenter"s square. Numbers on one side only ----- stamped into metal. Reverse shows evidence of
casting.

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before treatment
After treatment

RECORDED BY:

Michael Trinkley

DATE:_~12=/=8/=9=8_ _ _ _ _ __

79

CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT: Carpenter's square
CONDITION:
Heavy encrustations which appear to combine rust with perhaps crude oil, which has been applied
over time. Some pitting, although most of corrosion appears to be encrusting.
·

TREATMENT:
•first used Pre-Lim, but found that it had no real effect on the corrosion and overcoating
*shifted to Vulpex (20%) in mineral spirits applied with 0 steel wool; this removed more of the
corrosion and black gunk, but there is still much adhering
* wiped down with acetone
• applied Renaissance Wax and buffed

MATERIALS USED:
*Pre-Lim
* Vulpex soap
* mineral spirits

* Renaissance Wax
* 0 steel wool

*acetone

FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:

TREATED BY: _ _,,M,..ich"""'a""el'-'Trinkl"""'
. ..,.,euy_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE:
80

12/8/98
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After Treatment
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THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
301 E. Washington Street
Lewisburg, WV 24901

CHICORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202-8664

304/645-2600

803/787-6910

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT:_~H~o~ok~-----

MATERIAL:

CATALOG#:_ _ _ _ LOCATION: Memorv Hall

wrou ht iron

MEASUREMENTS: L: 8"
W:
HT:_ __
OTHER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DESCRIPTION:
wrought iron hook with three prongs - one broken off. There is also one chain link attached at top.
Hooks are about 5-inches, chain link is 3-inches.

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before treatment
After treatment

RECORDED BY: _ ___,Mi"'"".c""ha.,,e,...l""T""ri,.nk,,,l""eyL.__ _ _ _ _ DATE: --=12/=8=/=98~---83

CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT: ---=H=o=ok~--------- CATALOG#: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CONDITION:
Object condition is similar to archaeological materials. Metal is flaking and small fragments are
spalling off. No weeping corrosion.

TREATMENT:
*wire brushed with Vulpex and mineral spirits (20% sol)
* used scalpel and pick to clean remaining flaking metal, removing it from object
* acetone used to remove mineral spirits
* applied Cartee 368 as heavy coat rubbing into metal; allowed to air dry about 15 hours

(1.0 hour)

MATERIALS USED:
* mineral spirits
*Vulpex soap
*acetone
*Cortec 368 VCI
FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:
Need to periodically inspect for evidence of additional flaking metal.

TREATED BY:
84

Michael Trinkley

DATE:_~1~2/~8~/9=8~-----

Before Treatment
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After Treatment
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CHICORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202-8664
8031787-6910

THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
301 E. Washington Street
Lewisburg, WV 24901
304/645-2600

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT:._~M~a~P~-----

MATERIAL:

CATALOG#:_ _ _ _ LOCATION:

Reception Area

Paper with linen backing:. hung: between two wooden supports

MEASUREMENTS: L: 59'-"" W: 27-1116" HT:_
OTHER: _ _ _ _ _ __
----·-----

DESCRIPTION:
One paper map, originally in three sections, mounted on linen backing. Hangs between two wooden
support bars (painted black); with string attached by nails to upper bar for hanging.
Map attached to upper bar with thumbtacks. Attached to lower bar with nails and thumb tacks most of which not attaching map anymore (torn away). Major support of map between bars
accomplished by looped fishing line on either end of bars.
Numerous splits in map and six holes where map and backing are gone (the map was found in barn
being attacked by rodents, accounting for the rodent gnaw marks on the wood bars). Numerous areas
where map has pulled away from backing. Dirty and dusty.

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before treatment
After treatment

RECORDED BY: ~D=e~b~i~H~a~ck~e~r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE: -~1=21~7~/9=8~------87

CONSERVATION TREATMENT

CONDITION:
dirty, dusty, unstable with tears, splits, fraying, and areas pulling away from original linen backing.
Overall yellow appearnnce from old varnish applied to map.

TREATMENT:
* remove thumbtacks, carpet tacks, and nails
* dust with brush and HEPA vacuum to remove debris
* clean wooden bars with Orvus Wa Paste, followed by 15% Vulpex in water; rinsed in distilled water
* apply and buff Renaissance Wax to wooden bars
*lay an acid free mat board for support, patch each tear, loose piece on front with Jade 403
* place face down on waxed paper on top of mat board, adhere 2nd fabric (washed, unbleached 100%
cotton muslin) using Jade 403
.
*hand stitch edges with 100% cotton thread; apply thin coast of Jade 403 on muslin in open ru·eas
(where map has holes or gaps)
* reattach map to wooden bars using brass thumb tacks, running through previous holes. Attach 2
screw eyes and use 25 lb. picture wire

(12.0 hours)

MATERIALS USED:
* Orvus Wa Paste
* 100% cotton muslin, unbleached
* distilled water
* 100% cotton thread, white
* Vulpex soap
* brass thumbtacks
*Jade 403
* nickel plated eye hooks
FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:
dust with soft brush

TREATED BY: -~D=e=b~iH~ac=k=e~r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE:._
88

12/9/~ll _ _

Before Treatment, left hand side of map

Before Treatment, right hand side of map
89

Before Treatment, reverse of map

Before Treatment, reverse of map, showing signature

90

After Treatment, left hand side of map

After Treatment, right hand side of map
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THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
301 E. Washington Street
Lewisburg, WV 24901

CHICORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202-8664
803/787-6910

304/645-2600

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT:

Tin candle mold

CATALOG#:._ _ _ _ LOCATION:_ .Mlm!oJLlfoU _ _

MATERIAL:.~tin~·~-----------------

MEASUREMENTS: L: _ q"
W:. 4"
OTHER:.

HT:_lQ~"

DESCRIPTION:
3 candle mold with handle at top of central mold

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before treatment
After treatment

RECORDED BY:

Michael Trinkley

DATE:

12/8/98

---------

93

CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT:

Tin candle mold

CATALOG#: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CONDITION:
light rust on one mold, tin plate largely worn off except on solder joints. Much wax adhering in top
tray. Mold clirt overall.

TREATMENT:

* cleaned and removed rust using Pre-Lim on 0000 steel wool

* cleaned off Pre-Lim using mineral spirits
* rinsed with acetone
* applied Renaissance Wax and buffed

(1.5 hours)

MATERIALS USED:
*Pre-Lim
• mineral spirits
*acetone
* Renaissance Wax

FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:

TREATED BY: -~Mi~·~cha~e~lTrinkl~·~e~v~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE:_~l=2/B/98
94
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Before Treatment
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After Treatment
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THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
301 E. Washington Street
Lewisburg, WV 24901
304/645-2600

CHICORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202-8664
803/787-6910

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT: Photo in frame
MATERIAL:

CATALOG#:_____

LOCATION:_R~Q!lJltiQ!'l Ar~

Wood,. silver imacine photo, paper

MEASUREMENTS: L: 51/a''
W: 41/a'' HT:_ _ _
OTHER: Frame is 6 % x 5% x 716'

DESCRIPTION:
Photo is an albumen print adhered to cardboard backing. Picture is of Napoleon. At bottom is
"Napoleon LeGrand." On reverse is "Bendann's /Fine Art Galleries/ 105 W Baltimore St. I Near
Light I Paintings, I Etchings, I Engravings, I always a large collection on Free Exhibit. /Frames of all
kinds manufactured I Pictures Cleaned and Restored I Wedding Presents." .

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before treatment
After treatment

RECORDED BY:

Michael Trinkley

DATE:_~1=2~/8~/9~8~------
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CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT:

CATALOG#:

Picture in frame

CONDITION:
Frame with loose joints. Photograph has extensive sulftding deterioration from both inadequate
washing and an exhausted fixing solution. Attached in frame with two nails. No glazing. Picture in
two pieces with several small adhered fragments (the result of a finger being placed through the
photograph).

TREATMENT:
* removed picture from frame
*used Jade 403 between joints of frame and clamped
•reattached flaking false gesso with Jade 403
• set nails after frame solid
* reattached fragments of photograph using methyl cellulose
* advised glazing - owner did not want
•placed picture in and used acid free mat as backing. Secured with framer's points
* used second larger mat board to cover back; used tyvek tape to attach
* used bumpers on corners
.

,

_J

10_ .~ri.....•c:-

MATERIALS USED:
* Jade 403 adhesive
* methyl cellulose
*framer's points
* acid free mat board

* tyvek tape
* rubber bumpers

FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:

TREATED BY:
98

Michael Trinkley and Debi Hacker

DATE:

12/8/98

Before Treatment

Before Treatment, reverse of frame
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After treatment, photograph repaired
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After Treatment, reverse of frame
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CHICORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202-8664

THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
301 E. Washington Street
Lewisburg, WV 24901
304/645-2600

803/787-6910

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT:~T~on~R~"~-----

CATALOG#:_ _ _ _ LOCATION:_Memm:yJfoJL _

MATERIAL: wrou ht iron
MEASUREMENTS: L:. 11"
W:.
HT:
OTHER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DESCRIPTION:
wrought iron tongs with hooks at each end

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before treatment
After treatment

RECORDED BY:

Michael Trinkley

DATE:

1218198
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CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT:

Tong,_c_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CATALOG#: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CONDITION:
light corrosion with what may be a light (now tack-free) coating of crude oil. Paint drops splattered
on metal with large di-ip at connected end

TREATMENT:
• use Vulpex in mineral spirits (20%) with 0 steel wool to clean; remove paint and also black build-up
* wipe down with acetone
• apply coat of Renaissance Wax

(LO hour)

MATERIALS USED:

* Vulpex soap

* Renaissance Wax

• mineral spirits
• 0 steel wool
*acetone
FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:

TREATED BY:~ Mi£hael Trinkley _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE:
102

12/8/98
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After Treatment
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THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
301 E. Washington Street
Lewisburg, WV 24901
304/645-2600

ClllCORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202-8664
803/787-6910

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT:_~T~o~n~g•~-----

CATALOG#:._ _ _ _ LOCATION:_.Memory Hall · - -

MATERIAL:_ _C=as=t~ir~o=n~------------MEASUREMENTS: L:.laY," W:
OTHER:.

HT:

DESCRIPTION:
cast iron tongs with circular connection. Ends are shaped like forks, with five tines each. One arm
with cast ''PAT'D NOV 16 1858"

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before treatment
After treatment

RECORDED BY:

Michael Trinkley

DATE:

12/8/98
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CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT: _~T~o=n~s~----------- CATALOG#: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CONDITION:
Light corrosion with what appears to be a thick coating, possibly bulked crude oil, now tack free

TREATMENT:

* use Vulpex in mineral spirits (20% sol.) with 0 steel wool to clean and remove some of the black
deposit

* wipe down with acetone
* apply Renaissance Wax

(1.0 hour)

MATERIALS USED:
* Vulpex soap
• mineral spirits
*acetone
• Renaissance Wax
FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:

•
TREATED BY: -~Mi=·c=h=ae=l~T~n=·n=k=le~y_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE:._~12/~8/~9~8_ _ _ _ __
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After Treatment
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CHICORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202.-8664
808/787-6910

THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
801 E. Washington Street
Lewisburg, WV 24901
804/645-2600

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT:

Ones)l=o=e~(#~l~l_ _ _

MATERIAL:---1&1!th1tr, threaq, brass,
MEASUREMENTS:

CATALOG#:_ _ _ _ LOCATION: MemoryHall
WP~o~d_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-

- - - - - - -

L: 5%"
W: 2'4"
HT: 4W
OTHER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DESCRIPTION:
one child's leather high top shoe, 6 pr. Eyelets, "5" impressed on base of shoe, small brass toe cap, red
rot at toe, wood and brass pegging

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before treatment
After treatment

RECORDED BY:

P=e=b~i~H~a~ck=r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

DATE: ___12/1!9~,8~_ _ _ __
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CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT: ~l~s=h=o=•------------ CATALOG#: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CONDITION:
dirty, fair condition. White paint spilled on back. Red rot at toe, tearing. Red rot along areas of wear,
along side soles and at sides, where ankles would touch when shoes are worn. No tongue, interior
liner for laces curled inward

TREATMENT:
* clean with soft brush into vacuum
* create support of acid free mat board and 100% unbleached cotton fabric; 3 pieces of board cut to
smaller than shoe, hot glued together and inserted in shoe; wrap interior support with cotton fiber to
create support for leather body
*leather exterior coated with Klucel-G dissolved in denatured filcohol
*torn areas repaired with Klucel-G dissolved in denatured alcohol
* laced up with 100% cotton black thread
* copolymer monofilament, 8 lb. test, threaded through hole in top of mat board support

(3.0 hours)

MATERIALS USED:
* Klucel-G
* denatured alcohol
* acid free mat board
* 100% unbleached cotton fiber

• copolymer monofilament line, 8 lb. test
*hot glue

FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:

TREATED BY: ~D~e=b~i=H=a=ck=e=r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE:_~l2~/8=/=9=8_ _ _ _ _ __
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THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
301 E. Washington Street
Lewisburg, WV 24901
304/645-2600

CffiCORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202-8664
803/787-6910

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT: one shoe (#2)

CATALOG#:._ _ _~ LOCATION:. Memgry !fall

MATERIAL: leather . thread. brass. wood
MEASUREMENTS: L: 6"
W: 1%" HT: 4%"_
OTHER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DESCRIPTION:
one child's leather high top shoe, 6 pr. brass eyelets; "Rh I 90" written in ink on base of sole. No
tongue

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before treatment
After treatment

RECORDED BY: ~D=e=b=i~H~a~ck=e=r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE:

1217/98
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CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT: 1 Child's shoe

CATALOG#:

CONDITION:
poor, unstable; dirty, dusty, red rot in numerous areas; leather upper coming loose from fabric inner
lining, tearing; sole broken in half

TREAT!l'.IENT:
* dust with soft bristle brush into vacuum
*create support of acid-free mat board and 100% unbleached cotton fiber-three pieces of board cut
to smaller than shoe, hot glued together and inserted in shoe; wrap interior support with cotton fiber
to create support for leather body
* coat leather exterior with Klucel-G dissolved in denatured alcohol
*torn areas repaired with Klucel-G dissolved in denatured alcohol
* laced up with 100% cotton black thread
* copolymer monofilament line, 8 lb. test, threaded through the hole in the mat board support

(2.0 hours)

MATERIALS USED:
* Klucel-G
* denatured alcohol
* acid free mat board
* 100% unbleached cotton fiber

• copolymer monofilament line, 8 lb. test

FOLLOW-UP TREAT!l'.IENT:

TREATED BY:
112

Debi Hacker

DATE:.~~=12=/=N=9=8~~~~~~

Before Treatment, shoe #1 to the right

Before Treatment, shoe# 1 to the right
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After Treatment, shoe #1 to the right

After Treatment, shoe #1 to the right
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CID CORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664

THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
301 E. Washington Street
Lewisburg, WV 24901
304/645-2600

Columbia, SC 29202-8664
803/787-6910

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT:_ End ti!ble

CATALOG#:

LOCATION:

Sitting lWR!Il

MATERIAL:.___W~oo=d~.~o~ain~t_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MEASUREMENTS: L: 21i"
W: _ 17"
OTHER:

HT: 27"

DESCRIPTION:
wooden end table, painted brown with a decorative yellow detail; single drawer under table top

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before treatment
After treatment

RECORDED BY: ~D=e=b=i=H=ack=e~r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE:_ lg/9/9§ ___

_
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CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT:

End table

CONDITION:

Paint is scratched, dented, worn. Water rings on paint.

TREATMENT:

* cleaned top of table with O:rvus Wa Paste in distilled water on cotton pad
* rinsed with distilled water on cotton pad
·
* ch'ied and buffed with cotton pad
* wiped on a small amount of Renaissance Wax and buffed

(0.5 hour)

MATERIALS USED:

* Orvus Wa Paste
* distilled water
* Renaissance Wax
FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:
Due to the depth of scratches and dents in paint, will need to either sand paint smooth and repaint,
or remove paint and repaint or stain and finish. Otherwise, buff with cotton cloth.

TREATED BY:
116

~D~eb~i~H~a~ck~e~r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

DATE:_ _ lg/9/98

CHICORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202-8664
8031787-6910

THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
301 E. Washington St~eet
Lewisburg, WV 24901
304/645-2600

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT:

Doctor's saddle bag

MATERIAL:

CATALOG#:._ _ _ _ LOCATION:

Memory Hall

Leather. tin, threarl, bras•

MEASUREMENTS:

L: 6Y.-+7Y." W:L__ HT: 8W'
OTHER: _ _ _ _ _ __

DESCRIPTION:
Traveling doctor's bag, leather covered tin with leather flap, closes with brass twist-catch. Divided
into two sections, upper revealed by lifting flap, lower on swivel below upper section. Second flap
portion comes up from back of bag, probably part of saddle bag attachment. Lower section has one
piece ofleather at bottom.

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before treatment
After treatment

RECORDED BY: -"'D"'e~b1~·H
...a.,,c"'k~er~-------- DATE: -~12/=9=/=9=8_ _ _ _ _ __
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CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT: -~D=o=cto=r~'s~b=a~f!_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CATALOG#: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CONDITION:
dirty, dusty, paint splattered; poor, unstable; leather cracking and curling, portions coming off bag;
bottom and lower back leather have come off; red rot present on all other portions.
NOTE: lower portion does not belong to this bag, is the back portion to the second doctor's bag
treated.

TREATMENT:

* dust with soft bristle brush into vacuum
• clean stable leather with saddle soap and apply Renaissance Wax and buff
• stabilize cracked leather and red rot with Klucel-G in denatured alcohol; those that are curling,
cover with wax paper and mat boar, then weight for several hours to flatten
• clean visible metal parts with Pre-Lim, rinse with denatured alcohol, apply renaissance wax
* reattach loose/curling leather to metal body with B-72 in acetone
*reattach torn areas, where possible, with Klucel-G

(B.5 hours)

MATERIALS USED:
* Kiwi Camp-Dry saddle soap
* Klucel-G
*denatured alcohol
*Renaissance Wax

* B-72 in acetone
* silk crepeline

FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:

TREATED BY: -~D~e~b""iH"""'a~ck,,,e"'r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE:_~l~2~/l=0~/9~8~-
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Before Treatment
---------

After Treatment, front of bag
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After Treatment, side of bag

After Treatment, reverse of bag
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CHICORA FOUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202-8664
803/787-6910

THE GENERAL LEWIS INN
301 E. Washington Street
Lewisburg, WV 24901
304/645-2600

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT: Doctor's bag

CATALOG#:._ _ _~ LOCATION: MemQ:ry Hall

MATERIAL: leather, tin, thread, brass, iron, cardboard, glass
MEASUREMENTS: L: mr.-+7W' W: ~ HT:.13W
OTHER: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DESCRIPTION:
Matches other doctor's bag
Traveling doctor's bag, leather covered in tin with leather flap, closed with brass twist-catch. Divided
into two sections, upper revealed by lifting leather flap. Lower section on swivel below upper section.
Second flap portion comes up from back of bag, probably part of saddle bag attachment. Narrow
strap with buckle comes from this.
Upper section had cardboard liner inside leather liner, with ten divided sections ofleather on
cardboard; contains two glass machine molded bottles, empty, ground glass stoppers missing. Lower
section has three pieces of leather liner and ten divided sections of leather on cardboard; contains
two glass machine molded bottles, empty; ground glass stoppers missing.
Oval paper tag on mterior of flap: ''BARTLETT, GARVENS & C0. / 18 NORTH 9TH ST./
RICHMOND VA I SURG'L INSTS. ETC" Exterior stamped on flap: "HOFF'S PATENT I JAN 1878 /
HOF_ ISO_!
NEWYO[RK]"

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Before treatment
After treatment

RECORDED BY: -=D=eb=i~H=a=c=k=er~------- DATE: -~12~/~9/~9~8_ _ _ _ __
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CONSERVATION TREATMENT
OBJECT:

Doctor's bag

CATALOG#:

CONDITION:
dirty, dusty, paint splattered. Poor condition, unstable. Leather cracking and curling, portions
coming off bag. Lower back portion of!eather is off completely. Red rot present on all other portions.
Twist-catch portion of clasp is missing, buckle attached above escutcheon of flap, so that bag could be
closed.

TREATMENT:

* dust with soft bristle brush into vacuum
*clean stable leather with saddle soap; apply Renaissance Wax and buff
* stabilize cracked leather/red rot with Klucel-G in denatured alcohol. For curled areas, after
applying Klucel, cover with wax paper and mat board, then weight for several hours to flatten
*clean visible metal parts with Pre-Lim, rinse with denatured alcohol, apply Renaissance Wax and
buff
*reattach loose/curling leather to metal body with B-72 in acetone
*reattach torn areas, where possible, with BEVA 371 using silk crepeline

(8.0 hours)

MATERIALS USED:
* Kiwi Camp-Dry saddle soap
* Klucel-G
*denatured alcohol
*Renaissance Wax

* B-72 in acetone
* silk crepeline
* BEVA 371

FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:

TREATED BY:
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~D=eb~i~H~a~c~k~er~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE:_~1=2/=1=1=/=98~----
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